The VE Day celebrations of last Friday seem a long time ago now but lots of you had picnics, made fantastic
bunting and flags and dressed up in red, white and blue for a rather special day. This week, amongst many other
things, we’ve had lots of daredevil cuddlies launching off from catapults, plenty of spidery activities and some
fantastic leaf hammering. Rupert ‘s catapult was very powerful and Jasmine even tried to put herself in the
catapult! Dorrie is enjoying reading and went camping in her garden on VE Day. Beth wove a rainbow blanket for
her daddy’s birthday. George has been growing plants& selling them and making a friendly robot. Florence has
been reading stories to her ‘Dolly Parton’ doll. You might have trouble spotting Fraizer in his birthday present
Hulk outfit! Lottie has been bug hunting. Edward hosted a VE celebration with his neighbours & has been building
with lego. On VE Day Scarlett and Albert had a picnic, Josh had a barbecue, Porsche did lots of dancing and
Annabel had a picnic with lots of flags. Thomas has built a tower the same height as him (117 bricks tall). Sienna
has made fruit kebabs. Adam made and wrote a card to his favourite band . Ethan has been growing tomatoes,
Nell and Eddy enjoyed hammering leaves and have been making videos from outer space. Willow has been learning
to be a DJ. Josh M cycled all the way to Kemerton and back and Charlie and George walked to the top of the hill.
Rory made a fantastic spider web, Cooper made banana cake. Aubrey found lots of tiny baby spiders on her
washing and Mrs Barnett found lots on her car. Ava made a lovely letter for her friend. Benjamin learned to write
his name . Connor has been doing lots of maths and reading. Tabitha has been on some lovely walks and Darcey
has been doing lots of riding and Jack has been playing with his little sister. Ms Bevan and Mrs Stephenson have
both been learning to upload videos. And finally, Mrs Shiels was inspired by Josh and she cycled around the hill to
work at school and back home again .
Have a lovely weekend . Take care and stay safe, with love from all the Acorn Team x

